The Clerk of the Court
The Crown Court
Cardiff
Wales

T20170239

10th November 2017

Sentencing Hearing 17th Nov 2017 re the Fabrication of Medical Records
Dear Sir/Madam,
1. This following letter, below, is asking two gentlemen to send me copy or remind me as
to what we discussed on the Caswell Clinic public monitored telephone when I was
locked up there for three months in 2009.
2. They are likely to agree to giving evidence in my support but witness summons are
needed.
3. Also, by way of letters between us or to relevant third parties to Caswell Clinic, staff
there must still have them somewhere on such serious allegations, requiring the police
intervention as was mentioned at court.
4. I request that the Cardiff court orders the disclosure of all records relevant to me whilst
in Caswell Clinic that will reveal no such threat arose from either Norman Scarth Esq
or Peter Oakes Esq to give rise to my having to be transferred to a high security prison.
5. I request disclosure of each time I used the coin operated telephone set, incidentally at
the maximum rate, caused the designated member of staff, always shadowing me, to
hurriedly write down what I was saying or more to the point, they thought I was saying
when so much was in pre-arranged code.
6. I request disclosure of whatever it was to have caused the forensic psychiatrist to have
then asked at the clandestine 2nd December 2009 Cardiff Crown Court hearing, before
Honour Judge Neil Bidder QC, for my further incarceration in Ashworth high security
psychiatric hospital, indefinitely, still requires explanation does it not?
7. I request disclosure of the evidence that the doctor was under ‘threat’, his report states,
not for the general public, to have had such a dramatic effect for police to be continuing
to hide the truth being to disrupt their imminently to be heard seriously damaging civil
trial covering the first of their thirty-three failed malicious prosecutions.
8. I request as possibly their only level 3 category 3 MAPPA registered ‘threat’ to their
pensions for the court to order those fabricated MAPPA records to be disclosed to not
just clear my name but to allow for the rest of my life to be spent in relative peace.
9. The Welsh Police rectified their oversight on this no small matter, as to whom I am a
threat, as now identified as my own children and past wives, would you believe, as
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‘extremely vulnerable’ to my risk of violence either by a possible 'machine -gun’ attack
on my own kin or whatever a warped welsh mind can muster this time around.
10. I request all Ministry of Justice records on me, whilst I was in HMP Swansea, in
2014/2015, disclosing such police criminality, eg set out in leaked pages 35/36.
11. So, if true, as recited towards the end of this police doctor's 19th October 2009 medical
report of me, where now is this such important 'terrorist' evidence being withheld if not
under the direct control of yet another Cardiff judge I have raised the matter with?
12. I request disclosure of the police hurriedly drafted MAPPA August 2010 ‘executive
summary’ that delayed my civil trial by a further three years.
13. I request disclosure of Dolmans, the self-allocated private solicitors, from continuing
to freely 'milk’ the public gravy train' over decades in criminal activity tantamount to
immunity to fraud that now requires an external police force investigation.
14. These relevant MAPPA records, needed for Her Honour Judge Tracy Lloyd Clarke next
week, of the forensic psychiatrist's fairy tales, were even read by a judge, before my
very eyes to provoke but he was sworn to masonic secrecy and to hell with England’s
PII legislation, as if ever the ‘rule of law’ would mean anything in a corrupt welsh court.
Yours
Maurice J Kirk BVSc

MJK November 2017 letter seeking character witnesses.
Good morning Gentlemen but before that,

19th October 2009 Caswell Clinic Medical Report
09 09 Caswell Clinic THREAT of Maurice Kirk09
This scandalous South Wales Police 'cover-up’ is reliant on the now retired Professor Rodger
Wood, of course, who clearly had pulled the wool over a Caswell clinic doctor’s eyes.
My documents include different versions of his 18th Sept 2009 report with 2nd of same date
but clumsily re written in February 2010 as I had now both won the machine-gun trial, without
even the deed of defence evidence and had my MAPPA 3/3 registration quashed for a while.
I request Rodger Wood needs a witness summons for 17th Nov to avoid yet another jury trial.
09 18 Professor Wood Rpt
09 09 30 INTERIM PSYCHIATRIC REPORT Oct1 2009 REDACTED
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09 09 09 Barbara Wilding &amp; A Oliver Private Prosecution to Barry Mag (2)
09 10 23 US Psychiatrist e-mail

09 10 19-opinion-clinical-fabrication-explained

I simply need your memories of the sort of content in any correspondence you had with the Dr
at Caswell Clinic during 2009 while I was incarcerated there on yet another police fabricated
prosecution, this time 'trading in prohibited weapons’ contrary to s5 of 1968 Firearms Act.
I was being used as a human guinea pig with radio isotopes up my arm, four times, at the behest
of the arrogant ignorant little liar, now retired Professor Rodger Wood of Swansea University
has got out of all this leaving the doctor that fled to New Zealand still left ‘holding the baby’.
This Rodger Wood was the root cause of this travesty being 2nd behind a bunch of ‘bent
coppers’ as neither the police doctor, ultimately in charge nor he had appropriate qualifications
to what they were so stupidly playing while believing they had immunity to prosecution.
This 'laboratory experiment' on me, promoted by the then Chief Constable of South Wales,
Barbara Wilding, who has also, for the time being, ‘got away with it’, was carried out within
days of five experts, no less, in the field at the Princess Elizabeth Hospital having certified my
no relevant signs of 'brain damage' detected following their appropriate clinical examinations..
The police doctor quoted, at the end of his 19th October 2009 report, I was 'so dangerous' by
inciting others, you, Norman, Peter and Patrick, that he needed Cardiff Crown Court that I be
locked up in Ashworth high security psychiatric hospital, indefinitely, so none of my messages
could get out to you three for the continuing of my civil litigation against the Chief Constable.
I need record, please, of your actions at the time to show the 17th Nov 2017 trial judge, Her
Honour Judge Tracy Lloyd Clarke, my convictions have only been maintained by Richard
Thomlow on 2nd Dec 2009 and David Gareth Evans on 1st Dec 2011, before District Judge
John Charles, due to one of my now eleven forced absences from courts whilst unrepresented.
The Chief Constable of South Wales Constabulary had, remember, launched the helicopter and
armed police who surrounded our home and attempted to have me lawfully shot (see leaked
MAPPA records) and when that had failed, as my daughter was sitting too close to me, I later
found out, while at the afternoon tea table, in the garden with gun dogs and so had returned
next day, again in force and had tried again!
All out of spite for making her sign her very own Dolmans’ drafted fictitious 26th
February 2009 affidavit that I had been ‘served’ all relevant police records relating to
113 criminal allegations against me, lost by around 89%.
Out of spite as the South Wales Police had already used the remaining 11% successful
convictions to welsh to the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons to ensure my name was
removed from the veterinary register, permanently, to cut my income needed to fight them.
Thankyou , gentlemen, this is urgent.
Maurice J Kirk BVSc
Tel 07708586202
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